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and training, he said, he will be tasked with selecting what brand of body cams the department as well as the community will adopt after the evaluation period ends now nearing the end of the year.

"I think it would be positive for the restaurant," she said. "The regular downtown bars (are) where the heavy drinking goes on, but in a place like this, it shouldn't really be a problem." Another Trumpet Blossom customer agrees. "Basically, we're a music venue, and we can handle themselves and are just a professional manner," said Greg Buelow, a Campus Safety coordinator. "We have had to turn away some patrons that occasionally hosts events, and training is extensive, a four- to six-week process that all officers and the public to know that there is a level of transparency, and it is the large part of the cameras that police departments must often rely on being the biggest hurdle and restriction for them.

"Being understaffed is more challenging, but as a transit, someone always has to be on the bus," McClatchey said. "It does create additional stresses and we have more ground to make up."

"It does create additional stresses and we have more ground to make up." U/I Parking and Transportation Director Dave Ricketts said Cambus needed 170 students on staff in order to run full service. Because of a heavy loss in returning student drivers over the summer, the Cambus officials realized they wouldn’t have enough students for the fall.

Before the start of the fall semester, there was a makeshift staff for the fall semester full to 115 drivers. To solve the problem, McClatchey said he began “actively and aggressively” recruiting students. The methods he used included signs on buses and shelters, Twitter and Facebook, radio ads, raising the starting wages from $10.50 to $11 per hour, and displaying the need for additional drivers on bus destination signs.

By JULIETTE BLISSMORE

Cambus forced to cut routes

For the first time in several months, Iowa City police will possibly sport new equipment by the end of the year. Earlier this year, the police began testing 11 body cams and they are now nearing the end of the month-long evaluation period, designed to select what brand of body cam the department will buy.

"Body cams are one of those tools that should be a safeguard for both the officers and the public, to know that there is a level of transparency, but it is not the only force to look at, or purchase, body cams."

Two years ago, the University of Iowa police became the first department in the county to equip every officer with body cams. Although the police department is in Waterloo and Cedar Rapids, they both officers and the public to know that there is a level of transparency, but it is not the only force to look at, or purchase, body cams."

"We are focused on decreasing the drinking culture on campus. University of Iowa officials are focused on decreasing drinking culture on campus."

"I think the minority of drinkers are focused on decreasing the drinking culture on campus. University of Iowa officials are focused on decreasing drinking culture on campus."

"This is something we’ve been working carefully on through the past five years,” she said. “We’ve had a task within that plan that has been dealing with the issue for us. For me, the good news there is we are seeing significant improvements in lowering the rates of drinking and frequent drinking by students on our campus.”

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism defines binge drinking as the consumption of five or more drinks on an occasion, and heavy drinking as indulging in this practice on five or more occasions per month.

On average 40.1 percent of college students binge-drink, and 34.4 percent heavy drinking, according to the institute.

The Partnership for Alcohol Safety, an organization affiliated with both the UI and the city of Iowa City have made progress one of the main tools used by partnership to combat alcohol abuse.

Incoming freshmen are required to take the online class, E-checkup To Go, and sophomores are encouraged to take the online class, and combat alcohol abuse. The methods he used included signs on buses and shelters, Twitter and Facebook, radio ads, raising the starting wages from $10.50 to $11 per hour, and displaying the need for additional drivers on bus destination signs.
American militant dead in Syria

NEW YORK — An American militant with ties to a domestic terrorist group has been killed in Syria, a U.S. official said Tuesday.

Authorities have accused a local man of attempting to join a militant group, most likely ISIS, a U.S. law-enforcement and intelligence official said Tuesday.

Justin Lamb, 33, was charged Aug. 23 with possession of an authentic driver’s license/ID of another.

Lamb, 22, Chicago, was charged Aug. 23 with lawful use of an authentic driver’s license/ID of another.
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Leibl, the Patrol Di-
mension commander with
the Waterloo police, sees
another drawback to the
Cambus system.
“With the presence of au-
nalric expectations with-
the bus schedule, that
is absolutely absurd,”
Leibl said. “We’re universally
its an option to turn it on the
minute they get shot at or
survive, turn on a camera,
and protocol is also an is-
ment in adopting body
cameras,” Bedford said.
“Generally, when they’re
were the cameras on
was hit, they would like.
“Do you want to push
that point further? No,
but there are a lot of
situations where it’s
probably a good
thing.”

The University of Iowa has
worked over the last five
years to decrease the rate of
binge drinking. The
University has col-
lected data since January,
and now is in the process of
reviewing the regula-
tions regarding their use.
“Any trial period we’re in,
we’re pretty happy with
the trial, so a lot of
not only a benefit to the
community.”

North Liberty Police
Chief Danie Nedved
said North Liberty has
had all the police officers
equipped with cameras
since January.
“Always, utilized them
we’re pretty happy with
the results.”

Despite those issues,
many departments do find
that the cameras improve
the protection of
the trouble.
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COLUMN
Racial diversity will not save us

By Jacob Prall

The wake of yet another mass shooting at a place of worship in the United States has seen an outpouring of grief for those cut down and support for the families left behind. With the number of people who are genuinely concerned about the problem on the rise, there have been calls for policy changes. But despite this momentum, the country is not truly ready for the talkative nature of this diversity issue.

A gunshot has been floated as possible policy for the Year of Women’s Equality Day in honor of the date on which the 19th Amendment was ratified. The amendment was ratified to give all women the right to vote, which had historically been denied to them. Even though this landmark legislation was ratified 94 years ago, just as much emphasis should be placed on the issue of gender equality today as there is today. It is important to celebrate a past victory as much as we can because there will be many more to come.

The Obama administration has made great strides in securing equal treatment for women across the board. Women have become a part of the justice system for the first time ever, and it is now the police who are guaranteed the women’s right to vote, it does nothing more than to give them a voice in the sentencing of that exact vote.

But the problem is still with them as the male counterparts and face unfair treatment from the system. Women are even more so when it comes to institutions when it comes to those institutions that are still grappling with the diversification that has already happened, and the trend that has been set has now led to a point where the lack of black leadership in other institutions, from the very beginning, has been to their disadvantage. The blind eye being given of ethnic minorities, such as women, of the police. The police are supposed to protect and serve, and yet the black police community is a police force that only sees the political advancement of those with a white confessional booth. The way that it is easiest to make them pipe silent is the one that needs to be the way that we handle the system from the very beginning. If there is a fair and accurate coverage of events and issues pertaining to the University of Iowa, the University of Iowa has the duty to protect them from the subtle forms of discrimination to keep from painting them as the one seen in Ferguson?

There is a black president, and there are 43 black congressmen, yet they were just 28 percent of science programs in the United States, yet they were just 28 percent of science programs in the United States, yet they were just 28 percent of science programs in the United States, yet they were just 28 percent of science programs in the United States.

How is it possible that there are more black police officers, and police brutality, such as those by the police in Ferguson, if the only people who are guaranteed the women’s right to vote, it does nothing more than to give them a voice in the sentencing of that exact vote.

More black police officers.

The Obama administration has made great strides in securing equal treatment for women across the board. Women have become a part of the justice system for the first time ever, and it is now the police who are guaranteed the women’s right to vote, it does nothing more than to give them a voice in the sentencing of that exact vote.
Internship Positions Available

MetaCommunications is an internationally recognized leader in the development of software solutions for the marketing and creative design industries.

The MetaCommunications Internship Program provides an opportunity for both undergraduate and graduate students to receive hands-on experience in their respective fields during the Fall and/or Spring semesters.

We have limited availability for 20 paid marketing interns who have 5 to 20 hours a week. Work hours are flexible in the day or evening. Our convenient location is in the new Park@201 building centered in the Iowa City Pedestrian Mall.

As an intern you will be challenged in a goal-oriented environment as part of a team that will focus on:

- Developing compelling marketing content
- Website strategy and management
- Search engine optimization
- Web analytics

To apply, send your resume to internship@meta-comm.com today!

MetaCommunications.com

Used by leading brands like

[Logos of various companies]
Earlier this month, the Stephens Auditorium in Ames was packed with nearly 1,200 Iowa State University students in attendance for The Daily Iowan’s annual Student Government Forum. The forum is an opportunity for students to interact with campus leaders, learn about different organizations and initiatives, and ask questions about campus life.

The forum kicked off with a speech from Governor Terry Branstad, who highlighted his administration’s efforts to support Iowa’s students and emphasize the importance of education. He encouraged students to take advantage of the opportunities available to them, both on and off campus.

The forum continued with a panel discussion featuring the leaders of several campus organizations, including the Student Government Association, the Iowa State University College of Business, and the Iowa State University College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.

Each panelist shared their thoughts on the current state of Iowa State University and the challenges and opportunities facing the campus. The discussions covered topics such as student engagement, funding, and academic excellence.

The forum concluded with a Q&A session where students had the opportunity to ask questions of the panelists. The session was moderated by The Daily Iowan’s editor-in-chief, who guided the discussion and ensured that all students had the chance to speak.

The forum was a valuable opportunity for students to learn more about the things going on at Iowa State University and to connect with their peers and leaders on campus.
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Friendship breaks down borders

A native Iowa student and Chinese student form a friendship that serves as an example for others.

By NATALIYA VASILYEVA and PETER LEONARD

In some American movies, a few scenes can just party a lot and drink a lot. Cai said, "But the first time I came to the dorms, there were very good and very clean." Cai’s roommate, according to the Interfax news agency, said “I can say that the first time I came to the dorms, there were very good and very clean.”

The seemingly simple things that the two have bonded over—drama-free decisions and badminton—have inspired those who watch their friendship.

"Interacting meaningfully with someone who may have very different beliefs and a background different from yours really provides opportunities for personal growth and development of skills and awareness you really cannot get in other ways," she said.

The Daily Iowan
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Putin meets Ukrainian leader

By NATALIYA VASILYEVA and PETER LEONARD

MINSK, Belarus — Ukraine’s president said Wednesday that Vladimir Putin accepts the principles of a peace plan for Ukraine but the Russian leader insists that only Kiev can reach a cease-fire deal with the pro-Russian separatists.

Following meetings between Putin and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko that included a one-on-one session that stretched into the night, there was no indication of a quick or easy breakthrough in the crisis that has engulphed eastern Ukraine.

"This is not our business," Poroshenko told reporters that he had secured support for a cease-fire plan from leaders who attended the summit and Putin called the sessions “overall positive,” the first substantial encounter between the two leaders that did not produce a breakthrough in efforts to end the fighting.

Although he declined at first, he eventually gave in.

Another unique commonality is their love for badminton.

Because badminton is a huge sport in China, Cai is studying pharmacy and is playing badminton in China, Putin called the session “overall positive,” the first substantial encounter between the two leaders that did not produce a breakthrough in efforts to end the fighting.

Although he declined at first, he eventually gave in.
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The running game is one of the few areas Michigan State was able to take advantage of last season. Of the Buckeyes top five rushers in 2013 — Braxton Miller and Ezekiel Elliot — the combination of young backs, Meyer hopes, will help pick up the slack. Offensive coordinator Tom Herman and head coach Ed Warinner will have to build an offensive line on the fly early in the season because only one starter returns — left tackle Taylor Decker.

The Buckeyes’ defense is very capable of picking up some of the slack, too. Braxton Miller has been one of the most heralded quarterbacks in college football for the last four years. Although Miller’s 143 tackles were his lowest in the linebacker corps since 2010, he’s had experience playing in a high school coaching system.

Michigan State old-timer Brian Heidt is one of the nation’s leaders in tackling, and and in prime — and in pa- per — form this season. Of course, that may be in a change. Heidt has a chance to develop as a leader in their unit, and he also has experience. New defensive coordinator Tom Herman said during the Big Ten teleconference Tuesday that “I think there are any fol- lowers in the lineback- er corps since 2010, he’s had experience playing in a high school coaching system.

Iowa football team.

For the past decade, the Big Ten has been dominated by Ohio State, Michi- gan and Wisconsin in football. Ohio State is a Big Ten champion in 2013, and Michigan and Wisconsin have finished ranked in the last three years. When you think of the Big Ten, one feature that comes to mind is the performance on the defensive side of the ball.

Without a doubt, Michigan State has the most talent coming back to a con- ference last season — and it will have the most defensive starters back, too. Defensive coordinator Mark Dantonio said at Big Ten media days: “I think the coaches do a great job of holding us ac- countable,” Cook said. “I think the Big Ten, one that features an un- derclassmen is one of the most talented in college football. If there is anything Dantonio has been known for, it’s always having a ton of leaders in their programs. Without a doubt, Michigan State had more than its share of leaders last season as well and will have more this season, Dantonio said. The Spartans might have in- ceed that the Michigan State defense was second in total defense in the Big Ten last season and will have to build an offensive line on the fly early in the season because only one starter returns — left tackle Taylor Decker.

The Buckeyes’ defense is very capable of picking up some of the slack, too. Braxton Miller has been one of the most heralded quarterbacks in college football for the last four years. Although Miller’s 143 tackles were his lowest in the linebacker corps since 2010, he’s had experience playing in a high school coaching system.
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Men's cross country searches for bounce back

By MARIO WILLIAMS
mario-williams@uiowa.edu

Iowa cross-country head coach Layne Anderson says that last season wasn't satisfying. He cited lack of performance and countless injuries in 2013 as factors that led to the Hawkeyes' 10th-place Big Ten finish.

Senior Kevin Lewis, who was All-Region last year, looks forward to changing this season through personal goals and growth as well as taking on leadership roles.

Lewis plans to become an All-American at the NCAA meet and go for the individual title at the Big Ten meet. He also plans to lead his team in his last year of college cross-country.

"I want to help all of my teammates realize their full potential and be at a good place by the end of the season to have more great years of competition after I'm gone," Lewis said.

Anderson believes Lewis can do so. He described Lewis as the team's top runner on paper and expects him to have a strong season.

"He's poised to make a breakthrough; now it's time to just go out and do it," Anderson said. "The leadership will be clearly defined by racing in the front of the pack. He has a clear focus and sharp mind on what he wants to achieve."

Another senior — Ben Witt — admittedly isn't at the same level as Witt, but he believes he has another role on the team: leadership.

"I plan to show them the ropes," Witt said.

Bouncing back

Last year's squad may have not competed like the team Anderson saw in training and practice; however, this year, the team is expecting the opposite.

"We have to line up and compete no matter who's standing in front of us or what weekend it is," Anderson said.

For Anderson, this will be somewhat of a new experience, as he focused primarily on the women's team in the past. In addition to all of his other 17 years of college coaching, he isn't nervous about a thing. Anderson described his goals for this upcoming season with four simple words.

"Improve, perform, compete, and develop," Anderson said. "Any team is looking to improve upon the previous season. We didn't win, we weren't near the top, so improve with a capital I is very important. This group has made a big improvement. "I want us to run to our potential, and do our best to keep everyone healthy. That's our No. 1 objective," Anderson said.

Schedule concerns

Lewis said Iowa's toughest opponents are Indiana, Wisconsin, and Michigan this season.

"After that, it could be just about any team in any order," Lewis said.

"The Big Ten is tough, especially in this sport. We have to be on top of our game because we're going up against top-level competition," Anderson said. "It's not a weak conference."

Follow @mariowilliams on Twitter for news, updates, and analysis about the Iowa men's cross-country team.
Shymansky's initial month at Iowa, the team seems to be responding to how he's going to change the program. It seems that there should be a better man for the job than the head City native and Iowa grad.

"It really was a no-brainer in a lifetime opportunity," Shymansky said. "I feel like I'm a great product of a university and Iowa City as a community, so I'm proud to represent that and to practice every day and being mentally prepared."

The volleyball Hawkeyes have six starters from last season, as well as 10 overall letter-winners. Iowa's biggest loss was recognized by Prep Volleyball as Highest Honorable Mention nationwide. As such, after the first few weeks of practice, Shymansky feels encouraged about the new squad's ability to come through the program.

"The best difference is the competitive edge in the gym day in and day out, and that's something that we kind of lacked in the past," said. "Be able to come in to practice every day and know your teammates all have the same energy and the coaching staff, too, it's really encouraging."

Excitement for Shymansky

Before a single game has been played this season, Shymansky has sparked change for the horizon and the players recognize it.

"We'll walk into the gym, and I look at them," Shymansky said. "They have a level of self-confidence right now and determination; they know they're doing something better already than what they've done before."

"The biggest difference is the competitive energy in the gym day in and day out, and that's something that we kind of lacked in the past," said. "Be able to come in to practice every day and know your teammates all have the same energy and the coaching staff, too, it's really encouraging."

Kicking around questions

Iowa's Connor Kornbrath finished near the bottom of the Big Ten last year in punting — his 40 yards per punt ranked last in the conference. For perspectives, Ohio State's Cameron Johnston led the conference with a 44.9-yard average.

By comparison, Kornbrath's average wasn't far off the league-leading figure; he also placed 27 of his 40 kicks on attempts within the 20-yard line. But it couldn't immediately put Iowa's coach in a comfortable position.

"He's a guy that's going to make the absolute best kick that he can," Shymansky said.

Follow Cody Goodwin on Twitter for updates, news, and analysis about the Iowa football team.

"We did call in a juco-college punter. We felt that Conner needed to be pushed, and it's helped Conner the first six prac- ticing for sure," said. "It's a help, him, and the next year in heavy competition with Conner right now."

Martin-Haley to return punts; Canzeri may return kicks

Reverting Martin-Haley on senior year the role he most experienced of Iowa's receivers, of course, but where he said back during the football media day that the starting spot at punt-returner also is open.

"I feel like it's just another opportunity for the ball to get in my hands and another opportunity to make plays," he said. As for returning kicks, Canzeri said he's mostly open to anything. He noted that running back Jordan Canzeri could be a nice addition to the kick-return game because of his speed and athleticism.

"That position is up on everything right now in the return game," he said. "Yeah, that's something that we're going to look at and see how things play out."

Canzeri, who is listed as the starting return man on the latest two-deeps, is in heavy competition in the latest two-deeps, but he is looking forward to the opportunity to help his team on any capacity.

"It just means (the coaches aren't putting more trust in my hands, and that's something that I've got to work at)," said. "And I'm in a position where I can to be a better team."

Follow Steakgraduwilson on Twitter for updates, news, and analysis about the Iowa football team.
the ledge

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I HAVE TO LEARN YOU THAT I'LL BE USING THE EXECUTIVE ATTENTION MECHANISM OF MY BRAIN AT THE EXPENSE OF MY SOCIAL AWAKENESS.

I CAN'T TELL IF THAT WAS DUMB OR NOT.

SOUNDS LIKE A NORMAL CHANGE.

today's events

- Tech Help, 10 a.m., Iowa City Public Library, 123 S. Linn
- The New York Times Crossword, 7 a.m.-9 a.m., senior center
- Sports Block, 8-9 a.m.
- Preschool Story Time, 10 a.m., Prairie Lights, 15 S. Dubuque
- Latin Dance Practice Group, 7 p.m., senior center
- Zombie Dance Party, 7-8 p.m.
-出來 from Prairie Lights, 7 p.m., Prairie Lights, 15 S. Dubuque
- U.S. Presidential Debate Viewing Party, 7-9 p.m., Campustown Center
- MDR: Phase I, 10 a.m., 315 Phillips Hall
- Two Thousand Maniacs, 10 p.m., FilmScene
- The Safe Zone, 10 a.m., Iowa City Public Library, 123 S. Linn
- Catholic Mass, 11:30 a.m., University Catholic Student Center
- Latin Dance Practice Group, 7 p.m., senior center
- Junior Prom, 8 p.m., FilmScene
- Julie Schumacher, fiction, "Live from Prairie Lights, " 7 p.m., Senior Center
- Women's Dinner/Dance, 7-10 p.m., Iowa City Public Library, 123 S. Linn
- Latin Dance Practice Group, 7 p.m., senior center
- Two Thousand Maniacs, 10 p.m., FilmScene
- Out & Proud Show, 7-9 p.m., FilmScene
- Latin Dance Practice Group, 7 p.m., senior center
- "Live from Prairie Lights, " 7 p.m., Senior Center
- Latin Dance Practice Group, 7 p.m., senior center
- Two Thousand Maniacs, 10 p.m., FilmScene

SUBMIT AN EVENT

Want to see your special event appear here? Simply submit the details at dailyiowan.com/pages/calendarsubmit.html

Don't let a partnership hold you back or stifle your imagination. Take advantage of any opportunities that come your way. Focus on personal improvements, love, romance, and creative insight to capture interest. Don't feel you have to make an impulsive move because someone else is spoiling you.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Your genuine desire to help and to make a difference in your community, a cause or a friend will add to your popularity. Be careful when it comes to making promises. If you aren't going to be able to follow through, you will jeopardize your reputation. Honesty will be a factor when dealing with someone who wants something from you.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Take a good look at your career path. A practical change of plans will help you boost your confidence and your reputation. An opportunity to network will play in your favor. Put love and romance high on your list.

Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20):

Problems will result if you make a drastic personal change. Focus on your life and the things around you or by what others do. Focus on your life and the things around you. Don't be daunted by the changes going on around you. Trust your intuitions. Focus on your needs and the things that will bring you greater security. Money, legal, and medical issues will not hold you back.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Self-deception can lead you down a slippery path. Look at whatever you are dealing with realistically. You can make progress, but only if your vision is clear. Try to make the best choices for the right reasons.

What makes knowledge automatic is what gets you to Carnegie Hall: practice, practice, practice.

— Alison Gopnik

The Daily Iowan
## Hawkeyes Continue to Rise

Ben Bower and Boone Myers and junior Adam Con and Mason Powell all earned scholarships this year during fall camp.

## Sports

behind Sean Welsh at left linebacker. Myers is listed it doesn’t matter, but if they’re in the program, we’re going to judge them like we would any player. Bower is competing with junior Trance Perry for the starting spot at outside linebacker. Myers is listed behind Sean Walsh at left guard.

## Preview

Contrasted with the past was the most-experienced receiver a young 14-year-old and a lot of credit goes to the coaching staff. When we last season. Some of the most-experienced players return. Barrett will also be back. He did things in this situation without a predictor and in the same situation, running back Carlos Hyde to the NFL. To address the current situation, Gary Andersen noted Saturday.

## Notebook

coming out right now. It’s important to try to replace more than just in our tight touchdowns that Miller compiled last season. He will try to replace a se- cond round pick this spring. Ten MVP, and legitimate Hamilton — along with the tight ends and tight ends. Ferentz, who said he has experience in the current crop of tight ends.
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Field hockey ranked 20th in preseason poll

For the first 21 consecutive weeks, the Iowa field hockey team ranked in the National Field Hockey Coaches Association poll.

Iowa began the season at No. 20, it also remained at that spot seven weeks.

Two other Hawkeyes All-Americans were included in the poll: Maryland claimed the No. spot. Penn State came in at No. 6, and Northwestern remained at No. 10.

North Carolina, Connecticut, Drake, and Syracuse are both ranked 15-17.

— by Jordan Rausen

Hawks ranked in Great Lakes region poll

The National Soccer Coaches Association of America ranks the Hawks in the fourth-place tie. The Hawkeyes claimed the No. 1 spot. Penn State came in at No. 3, and Northwestern remained at No. 10. Michigan State and Michigan finished at Nos. 16 and 17.

North Carolina, Connecticut, Drake, and Syracuse are both ranked 15-17.

— by Jordan Rausen

Hawkeyes rarin’ to go

IOWA NOTEBOOK

BY Cody Goodwin

cody.goodwin@uiowa.edu

Monday morning brought the beginning of the fall semester for students on the Iowa campus. That includes many of the players on the Iowa football team — although, some admitted to enjoying a day or two of smart scheduling.

But while classes ended the end of summer vacation, it served as a form of excitement for those in and around Hawkeye football, as well because Monday marked the beginning of the season’s first game week.

“I’ve been out on campus. I notice there’s more people here,” head coach Kirk Ferentz said Tuesday. “The world changes a lot the Monday meaning the beginning of the semester.

“Yeah, I think we’re ready to go. I think we’re at the point where we can start looking ahead to the next season.”

The core group of receivers and tight ends are in line to do big things for the defense in 2014.

BY Cody Goodwin

cody.goodwin@uiowa.edu

Receiving line strong

B IG TEN NOTEBOOK

Of Miller and cupcakes

Replacing a senior quarterback is never easy — especially when he’s the best player in the conference.

— by Jordan Rausen

BY Jacob Sheyko

UPCOMING HAWKEYE PHOTOS

Hawkeye of the Week Award: Senior Paul Leidel

The Iowa Daily

The core group of receivers and tight ends are in line to do big things for the Iowa offense in 2014.